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if any, are available for participation. Every participant participates in the same location and are often drawn from very
similar backgrounds (homogeneity of samples) [24].

ABSTRACT

Game-like environments are increasingly used for conducting
research due to the affordances that such environments offer.
However, the problem remains that such environments treat
their users equally. In order to address this, personalization
is necessary. In this paper we discuss the need to personalize
gamified research environments to motivate participation by
illustrating a playful platform called Mad Science, which is
being developed to allow users to create social and behavioral
studies. This discussion is both informed by the platform’s affordances and use thus far as well as existing theories on player
motivation, and contributes to theory-informed approaches to
(gamified) personalization technologies.

The problem is that the way research has been conducted in the
past is such that the participants that are meant to be involved
are all treated equally, regardless of individual differences,
and as passengers in someone else’s plan [24]. However, we
know that individuals respond very differently to incentives
and different motivators might be more or less motivating for
different participants [17, 8, 16]. One participant may try their
best just to give it everything they have, others participate for
course credit and only show up to ensure they receive it, others
respond to financial incentives, while still others may respond
to scores or praise. Some participants may feel anxious in
a physical lab and their results might not reflect their ability.
We therefore need to rethink our approach, ensuring research
considers the participants in the design of studies and how
to ensure participants of different backgrounds are included
in their samples. It is difficult for humans to consider and
modify their work for every participant; however, with advances in technology and the use of virtual experiences, these
challenges become easier to address. When designed appropriately, technology can quickly identify user characteristics and
modify complex content or provide assistance to increase the
likelihood the intended goals of the experiences are achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

Our world is becoming increasingly reliant on technology to
achieve the goals that were previously only possible in physical spaces and with humans guiding how those goals would
be achieved. For teaching, this has meant that students have
often been passengers in their own educational experiences
with teachers determining what would be learned and how
that information would be made accessible [10]. This has
often meant that all students in a classroom receive the same
instruction and lessons regardless of how best they learn, what
they already know, and what they are capable of learning. This
one-size-fits-all process is similar in research. Participants
show up to a study, not knowing what the study is about. The
researcher determines what the study is about, how and where
it will be administered, and what the benefits and incentives,

We seek to develop a personalized technology that empowers
users to participate and create social and behavioral experiments, leveraged by gaming technologies and techniques, and
thereby transforms research methods education and advances
the social and behavioral sciences, specifically in the use of
experimental research. To develop this technology, we have
been creating a playful platform called Mad Science and have
evaluated its potential by replicating experiments [22, 37] and
by letting students create experiments using a paper prototype [23]. We then built a digital prototype iteratively based
on these initial insights and prior game development experiences [21] and have recently used these digital prototypes in a
number of classrooms [20].
In this paper we discuss the need to personalize a platform
such as Mad Science by using this platform as a case study.
The main research question underlying this effort concerns
“What are the possible design considerations for personalizing a playful platform for experimental research such as Mad
Science to motivate participation (both playing as well creating experiments)?” The resulting discussion presented in
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this paper is both informed by the platform’s affordances and
use thus far as well as existing theories on player motivation,
and contributes to theory-informed approaches to (gamified)
personalization technologies.

addressed. Researchers should also be thoughtful about what
is being personalized. For example, with Mad Science it is possible to personalize the platform (i.e., points for participating
in an experiment or access to a secret area) or the experiments
(i.e., get recognition or being able to open a door).

BACKGROUND

Despite the clear promise of game-like environments for research, this use is still very sparse and more research is warranted. The sparse use might be because of perceived issues of
validity, in spite of the ecological validity argument and that
research thus far shows that, for the most part, individuals behave similarly in both virtual and real environments [6]. Also,
it should be considered that today’s interactions happen mostly
digitally. The sparse use might also be attributed to the lack of
accessibility to easily create game-based experiments, an issue
Mad Science attempts to address. Finally, what may increase
the interest to invest in game-like technologies is when it is
clearly demonstrated that personalization of research matters.
If personalization matters, there is a clearer need to make use
of technologies that can adapt to individual users and that can
scale to include thousands of participants to account for the
variability created by the personalization technologies.

Before we detail the Mad Science platform, we will describe
here why we believe that game-like environments such as Mad
Science are promising for experimental research, and what
role personalization may play. Additionally, we describe what
work inspired and led to Mad Science.
Affordances of Game-Like Research Environments

The idea of the Mad Science platform is based on the emerging use of games and game-like environments as a research
method [1, 7]. Clear affordances that such environments offer
for research are to: (a) immerse people in authentic situations,
including situations that are difficult to observe in reality;
(b) retrieve rich behavioral data in an unobtrusive but controlled manner; and (c) engage a broad global audience over
a sustained period of time. The first affordance, immersing
participants, is of importance because participants may not
respond authentically when they are put in artificial environments and are engaged with paper-and-pencil tasks that do not
have any real consequences. A game, albeit virtual, is more
ecologically valid because players have goals they need to
achieve and their actions do have real consequences [40]: they
either win or lose. In addition, players are situated in an actual
context rather than the traditional laboratory experiments that
have nothing to do with their task.

Inspirations for Game-Like Research Environments

Various examples of playful environments exist that have been
developed successfully to support scientific inquiry for various
disciplines, in particular for STEM topics and much less so for
social and behavioral science, such as Quest Atlantis [3] and
WhyVille [26]. Some are also “learner-driven” and with that
we mean that the experience is not pre-defined by the designers but that the learners themselves define what they want to
engage in and how they go about doing this—with the support
of the environment. However, even these learner-driven environments do not provide authoring tools to conduct research
by its users, certainly not for virtual research experiments.

Regarding the second affordance, a rich array of behaviors are
produced in games, which may otherwise require costly and
invasive wearable sensors and cameras to track the same behaviors in natural environments. As games can be customized,
researchers can both exactly determine what players experience as well as easily change aspects—assuming they have
access to the software and the skills to make these changes. In
a way, games provide the richness of the natural environment
combined with the control of laboratory experiments.

Regarding the creation of experiments, various software exists
in psychology, which allow users to implement experiments,
such as E-Prime [35] and PsyToolkit [36]. Despite that some
have a graphical user interface, such software is not attuned
to non-programmers and specifically supports the creation
of tasks that lack any kind of context. In addition, they are
intended to be deployed in physical lab settings, though arguments are made to put these experiments online and environments are created where this can be done in a crowdsourced
manner, such as Volunteer Science [27]. The goal for Mad Science is to be both a research and educational tool and enable
the next generation of virtual experiments, which are easily
created, contextualized, crowdsourced, collaborative (through
“remixing” experiments), and gamified.

As for the third affordance, participants may be more incentivized to engage with tasks and do not need to receive monetary incentives [29]. Such engagement is not only of importance to measure more natural responses but also to engage
participants with tasks that require significant time. Because
games can be played anytime and anywhere, it broadens the
sample population, and the ability to do it across the world
opens up all kinds of new scientific opportunities. In addition, games are increasingly using personalization strategies
because this is considered key to improving player experiences
[2]. This means that with game-like environments participants
may not only be more (naturally) incentivized, there is also the
possibility to move away from the one-size-fits-all approach
akin to many social and behavioral studies, which assumes
that each participant is equally motivated.

In terms of authoring tools, related work has been done for
programming and game design tools for non-technical audiences and Interactive Fiction (IF). Efforts such as Scratch [33]
or Alice [13] use a general-purpose language, simplified into
a more friendly, graphical language to teach children how to
program. Some game design tools, on the other hand, have
drag-and-drop interfaces (e.g., Gamestar Mechanic [38] and
Game Maker [31]). The idea of “scripting” a scenario bears
much similarity with IF authoring tools, which typically allow for text-only interactive experiences, and also range in

Of course, it should be noted that personalizing the experience
of experiments has possible unforeseen side-effects, and may,
in fact, confound the results. By actually considering personalization as an independent variable this potential bias can be
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format, from dedicated programming languages (e.g., ChoiceScript [30]) to drag-and-drop interfaces (e.g., Twine [28]). We
take inspiration from all of this work in developing a more
dedicated, user-friendly environment for creating experiments.

users get empowered with tools to create briefings/debriefings
(descriptor) and specify what data to collect (collector).

It should be noted that researchers can harness all of the aforementioned authoring tools as well as games and game-like
platforms that are accompanied with authoring tools or that
provide capabilities to modify (called “modding”). For example, researchers have created a modification (or “mod”) using
an existing game to study personality in games [9]. In addition, as a proof-of-concept for Mad Science we initially used
Twine in our classrooms to create experiments with. However, all of these environments are not necessarily dedicated
to experiment creation nor do they provide the infrastructure
to facilitate this process.

Figure 1. Example of an immersive experiment. Dialog choices are made
at the bottom part of the interface. ©Northeastern University

THE MAD SCIENCE PLATFORM

The Mad Science platform consists of building the following
main components: the basic authoring tools, scenarios, personal lab, and a portal. It is intended to be used in higher
education for teaching experimental research in a constructionist, experiential manner and by professional researchers for
conducting the next generation of experimental research. To
emphasize its playful nature, the platform is set within a lighthearted take on the mad scientist theme, where we conceive
of a “mad scientist” as someone who is intrinsically curious
and makes use of inventive and playful ways to explore human
behavior. In this world of Mad Science, users join the corporation Mad Science Inc. as one of their new mad scientists and
are provided with tools that allow them to create almost any
kind of behavioral or social experimental scenarios visualized
in a 2D virtual environment (Fig. 1). Currently, experiments
are largely modified through the use of dialog and actions of
objects/characters and player behavior is measured through
the dialog or action choices they select for how their character
will respond. Therefore, scenarios work best when they are
able to utilize these types of variables and this functionality
was the vision for the tools that are provided to players to
create their experiments.

Figure 2. An example of an authoring tool. This is the scenario creator
that enables users to create the settings for experiments. ©Northeastern
University

Once a scenario is finished, it will be embedded into a webpage on the portal, a website that hosts all of the scenarios.
Each scenario webpage provides statistics about the scenario,
including a rating and number of plays. Users can share and
distribute the webpage over social media to invite people to
play. Although experiments are only able to be created and
made available by users with a registered Mad Science account, invited players can participate in the study (playing the
scenario) as guests or as registered users on the portal. All data
is logged and made available to both the creators as well as the
players through the personal lab, which is a personal webpage
for each registered user. Additionally, to foster collaboration,
the scenarios themselves become available to players through
the personal lab, making it easy to make modifications and run
new studies. Players will be provided the ability to contact the
study creators for studies they have completed. Opening this
dialog between researchers/players will facilitate collaboration
for players wanting to modify studies. The personal lab will
have user stats, achievements, and socializing features—in
essence all kinds of incentives to engage with the platform,
and that can be personalized.

To exemplify a number of basic tools [20], users can design
the player-character and the non-player characters with the
character creator. Some characters may already exist, others
may need to be modified or even developed from scratch. Similarly, with the scene creator existing settings can be picked or
modified, and entirely new settings will need to be made from
scratch (Fig. 2). The scene creator acts much like a theater
stage where users can place objects, including characters, into
a setting by picking them from a list of objects. The third
tool concerns the scriptor, which allows users to make a visual decision tree for how a scenario unfolds and to specify
the dialog and actions (e.g., move a character, play a sound)
as well as how performance is evaluated (through variables).
Then, the fourth tool is the manipulator, where users can make
scenario variations by changing text, characters, settings, or
a combination thereof. The tool registers the differences between the different conditions so it is clear what manipulations
have been included. In addition to these basic authoring tools,

Thus far, we have developed the basic authoring tools and
a basic portal website that hosts our experiments, including
a number of classical decision making experiments that we
replicated ourselves, such as the framing and decoy effect
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[37]. While recreating experiments, we thought of how they
would translate to a game-based format [22]. For the framing effect [39], participants are immersed in a game show
where they answer a number of questions to gain money and
then decide how much they give to a friend. At the end of
this “Gifts-to-Give game show”, players decide what they do
with their gained money, and their options are either framed
negatively (“Your friend loses X of your money earned”) or
positively (“Your friend wins X of your money earned”). For
the decoy effect, which is the phenomenon where consumer
preferences are changed when presented with a third option
that is asymmetrically dominated [25], we immersed players
into a scenario where they have to purchase a boat. They get
three options, which differ in cost and time to build. In one
condition, the third option acts as a decoy, in another it does
not. We were able to replicate the framing effect but failed
to replicate the decoy effect because player choices were—
much to our surprise—dominantly affected by cost, despite
the virtual nature of the currency, and that time did not impact
decisions even though players were required to wait until their
boat was finished (a real world consequence). However, this
failure provided valuable insights into gamifying experiments
and specifically revealed the promise of virtual money as an
incentive.

effectively analyze differences between experimental conditions without a sufficient number of participants. As discussed,
there may also be other reasons than scale and sustainability.
In the case of Mad Science, personalization is also necessary
to advance the social and behavioral sciences by being able to
move away from a one-size-fits-all approach.
However, it is somewhat unclear how personalization can be
pursued and in what manner—and the topic of motivation
in the context of non-entertainment games is not well understood [11]. Most personalization efforts in games focus
on player psychology [2], in particular motivation but also
player types/personalities, and game difficulty, specifically
built around the theory of flow [12]. Here we discuss the theories and approaches we are initially intending to draw from
and how those can be translated to an implementation in Mad
Science. Future efforts will need to ascertain what theories and
related designs are most effective in engaging participants, and
what analytical approaches are necessary to profile players.
Theories of Motivation

One of the affordances of game-like environments is to engage
users. But similar to research, we cannot assume that users
are motivated in the same way when they play. One of the
early accounts for player differentiation are Bartle’s player
types [5]. Based on observations in Massively Multiplayer
Online Games (MMORPGs), four player types were identified:
achievers, explorers, socializers, and killers. Achievers thrive
on prestige and accomplishing goals; explorers on discovering
areas, role-playing, and creation; socializers on interacting
with others (real or virtual); and killers on competition, in
particular frustrating or beating other players.

We also implemented the platform in a number of courses
in higher education. Our observations are that students are
hesitant at first, especially if they do not have any prior game
design or programming experience, and have problems with
important facets of experiment creation, from hypothesis generation to random assignment [23, 20], which suggests a need
for intelligent assistance. However, we also observed that
students are engaged with the creation of the playful experiments. One example is a student-created experiment based on
the mimesis effect [15], which is the effect that players make
in-game choices aligned with the role of their character. The
students created an experiment where players get randomly
assigned to either a good or an evil person. Then players find
a “magic wand” and can make a wish. They discover that
every time they use the magic wand their wishes come true
but also something terrible happens in the world. After the
second use of the magic wand, and it should have become clear
what negative impact the magic wand has, players receive the
choice to stop or keep using the wand. The students discovered
that when players play as a good person their decision to stop
differs; however, when they play as an evil person all of them
keep using the wand until the bitter end.

Additional survey research confirmed three of the Bartle types
by suggesting that players are primarily incentivized through
achievement, immersion, or socializing [41]. The three confirmed player motivations/types are also closely associated
with the three basic needs from the popular macro theory
on motivation referred to as self-determination theory [34],
which has also been proposed as the basis for a motivational
model for game engagement [32]. It distinguishes between
competency (need to master environment and outcome, see
achievement or achiever), autonomy (need to act out of our
own interests and values, see immersion or explorer), and relatedness (need to interact with other people, see socializing
or socializer). A meta-analysis on player types of all possible classifications further confirmed that most types can be
classified into these three categories [18]. The other three
less common categories that player types are based on are:
domination (i.e., essentially Bartle’s “killer” type), gaming intensity and skill (e.g., casual vs. hardcore player), and in-game
demographics (e.g., avatar class and game server).

DISCUSSION

It is clear that personalization would benefit playful platforms
such as Mad Science but also other efforts that aim to gamify
practices, be it exercise or civic engagement. Although the
need to personalize games to motivate players to initially begin
playing and then to encourage players to return and continue
playing is necessary for games in general to be successful [2],
the issue of motivating players to play a non-entertainment
game is of critical importance, especially if its success is reliant on a large number of participants. For example, with
Mad Science the experiments that are designed will fail to

In our opinion, the distinction of in-game demographics is
not so much a player type but rather illustrative that artifactual affordances are situated [14]. Situations may arise within
the game itself, be it a character that the player embodies or
the culture on a particular server or clan/guild. It can also
be external to the game. For Mad Science, it differs whether
participation is part of a class requirement, voluntary, or for
financial remuneration. The situation a player is in changes
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the meaning of how the game elements are perceived and thus
whether players are motivated and find the experience rewarding. Additionally, it matters how players interpret the situation
itself. Prior research has shown that students in a classroom
perceived playing an educational game differently: as either a
playful or educational activity [4]. Therefore, motivation in
games seems a complex interplay between player type, artifactual affordances, the situation, and then the player perception
of both the artifactual affordances as well as the situation.

Design for Motivation

For a game designed for research to engage its users, game
elements must provide motivational affordances. We use the
motivational affordance framework previously proposed by
Zhang [42] as a lens through which personalization might be
approached and discuss this in the context of Mad Science.
Zhang proposed ten design principles to meet five motivational
needs, the first four which are related to Bartle’s player types
and the fifth to the aesthetic pleasure of playing playful experiences. These design principles, when used independently,
increase the likelihood that the technology will create motivational affordances and thus increase the likelhood users
will engage with it. When these principles are combined, and
adjusted accordingly, there are much greater chances that a
broad range of users will engage with it and for longer periods.

The theory of triadic game design [19] can help to shed further
light on the complexity of how games can be experienced,
especially if such games have a serious purpose such as Mad
Science. This theory posits that there are three paradigms to
be considered, the world of reality, meaning, and play. Each
paradigm has its own people, disciplines, aspects, and criteria
in designing games. However, this theory can also be used
to look at player experience. First, players are people who
have particular personal characteristics and interests (“players as person”). For Mad Science it matters if a person is
risk-averse and has an interest in finance for an experiment
on financial risk taking. Second, players make sense of the
world in different ways (“players as meaning makers”). Their
sense-making depends on the level of education, interest to
learn or contribute, prior knowledge, and—as elaborated upon
in the previous paragraph—their perceptions of the activity.
Third, players are players who enjoy particular types of game
experiences and play games in a particular way (“player as
player”). This means we have to view players from multiple
perspectives, not just from the perspective of the world of Play,
something the literature in game research tends to do.

Design Principles 1 and 2 (support autonomy and promote
creation and representation of self-identity, respectively; see
explorer) are suggested to meet the psychological motivational
needs for autonomy and self. Mad Science will provide users
with the ability to choose which experiments they complete
and which topics they explore. Additionally, the game will allow players to express themselves as individuals. The player’s
character, laboratory, environment, and research agenda will
be based on the player’s own design or modification, reflecting
their identity. We expect that players will be motivated to
spend time modifying their experience on the platform. To
encourage this, players will be given more freedom to adjust
their surroundings and their character as they participate in
additional experiments.
Design Principles 3 and 4 (design for optimal challenge
and provide timely and positive feedback, respectively; see
achiever) are suggested to meet the cognitive motivational
needs for competence and achievement. Creating experiments
and participating in research are not everyday experiences for
most people. If every experiment that a player participates in
is an easy, limited experience, players may not feel inclined
to continue to play. Experiments must be challenging, based
on current player understanding, and provide relevant feedback to players throughout their participation and immediately
following. This process will allow players in Mad Science to
gain more complex skills as they progress, while maintaining
increasing levels of difficulty. Challenge will also be accomplished across the platform by providing increased access to
the authoring tools (through leveling) as players gain experience. If the goal is to motivate players to explore research,
understanding how others approached their own studies is
helpful and the reason we require studies to have debriefing
information to tell participants what the purpose of the study
was and, by providing access to the results and the code for
the experiment, how the study was designed and whether it
achieved its goals. Gaining access to this information and
learning through experience is expected to motivate players.

Both the player perspectives, as illustrated through triadic
game design, as well as the situational/perceptual complexity
of game playing are of importance to evaluate the intrinsic
versus extrinsic motivation for players to engage. In short,
extrinsic motivation is when behavior is driven by external
rewards (e.g., grades, money); intrinsic motivation is when
behavior is driven by internal rewards (e.g., I want to understand this topic). This distinction is relevant to game-like
environments because intrinsic motivation is more powerful
and extrinsic motivation is known to undermine intrinsic motivation but also to lead to intrinsic motivation [34]. What
may be intrinsically or extrinsically motivating will depend on
the player (and their situation). Participating in the research
process may, in and of itself, be intrinsically motivating for
a small group. However, for players who do not find this
goal intrinsically motivating, there is a need for additional or
completely separate elements to keep them engaged.
While theoretically there is a good reason to personalize experiences, the question that follows is how to design and analyze
for the diversity of players. In this paper we focus our further
discussion on the design, in particular in the context of Mad
Science, but acknowledge that methods and techniques for
profiling players are key to a game’s success, and that this will
have its own set of challenges. For example, how to determine
the situation of play as well as player perceptions regarding
the situation and the game itself is specifically challenging.

Design Principles 5 and 6 (facilitate human-human interaction and represent human social bond, respectively; see socializer) are suggested to meet the social and psychological
motivational need for relatedness. In the context of games
for research, there is a need for the player to feel as though
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they are a part of the research community, rather than just an
individual participant. We hope to accomplish this by having
larger research labs, including multiple players, that have similar interests in research and by keeping players informed about
the experiments they participated in and who has modified
the player’s own past experiments, encouraging the player to
reach out to the new researcher to see the results of the modified study. This will allow players to follow the experiments
they created or that they participated in and discuss research
or other topics with members of the game’s community. We
expect to accomplish this using in-game chat rooms and lab
spaces or using online forums on the game’s website. Tracking
progress and results from experiments that users participated
in will be accomplished through the personal labs. Players
will be more likely to continue to play and participate if they
feel like they are a part of a larger community.

design elements provide motivational affordances, these elements are not introduced in isolation, rather they are situated
in various contexts. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the
element, the situation, and the interaction between the two
when determining whether motivational needs will be or are
being met [14]. Therefore, a truly intelligent system would
need to look beyond player characteristics and learn to modify
elements based on situational factors, such as whether the
player is currently in the role of experiment designer, research
participant, space modifier, or socializer. Additionally the
player may be a volunteer or they may have been required to
play by an outside influence (e.g., as a course requirement).
All of these aspects might influence expectations and whether
particular motivational affordances are possible.
CONCLUSION

Game-like environments have enormous potential for advancing social and behavioral science. In this paper we discussed
that such environments can (a) immerse people in authentic
situations, (b) retrieve rich behavioral data in an unobtrusive
but controlled manner, and (c) engage a broad global audience
over a sustained period of time. However, we also discussed
that such environments have a need for personalization in order
to truly engage participants and not apply a one-size-fits-all
approach. We elaborated on several theories of motivation
that can help to personalize playful technologies, and came to
the conclusion that motivation is a complex dynamic process
that requires considering various player perspectives as well
as both the situational context and the player’s perception of
the experience. Using Zhang’s [42] framework for motivational affordances we structured our discussion on how our
insights can be applied to the playful platform called Mad
Science, which aims to advance social and behavioral science,
specifically for experimental research. Future research will
take place that evaluates motivational theories and affordances
for their effectiveness of personalizing playful experiences.

Design Principles 7 and 8 (facilitate one’s desire to influence
others and facilitate one’s desire to be influenced by others,
respectively; see killer) are suggested to meet the social and
psychological motivational needs for leadership and followership. In a platform used to create and participate in research,
we expect that these design principles are integral to the design. Players influence others and are influenced by others
first by participating in experiments meant to measure influenced effects of dependent/manipulated variables. Players are
additionally influenced by and influence others through the
sharing of research findings and experimental design. The nature of the experimental process is such that it builds upon past
studies and permits itself to be built upon by future studies.
The ability to track the influence of one’s work in this type
of game is expected to encourage users to remain engaged to
track their impact on the game.
Finally, Design Principles 9 and 10 (induce intended emotions
via initial exposure to the game and induce intended emotions
via intensive interaction with the game, respectively) are suggested to meet the emotional motivational needs for affect and
emotion. The platform must use artistic styles that create an
emotional reaction from the player. For Mad Science, this
has meant designers forego realism for art that creates greater
emotional responses from players. Additionally, the platform
should increase the likelihood that players become immersed
through gameplay. This last point is one of the hardest for
which to design. There needs to be fluency between all of
the tools and areas of the game. Any failure to provide cohesiveness introduces an opportunity for players to become
distracted. This means that going from personal spaces into
experiments needs to maintain some level of cohesion. We
hope to accomplish this by providing the necessary balance
between challenge and artificial intelligence (AI)-supported
assistance to limit players becoming complacent or frustrated.
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